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comes
jxxE,eucx±xiIfxf / not from Communists, but from anti-Communists. In other

that
words follow the propaganda/±Iit is so ü widespread in Li certain circles

in
o7iversities

,.ho any ruturd

ort in many wii newspapers, magazines and television shows.

If the United States will carry out the four means just mentioned there

is a' strong probability that the Cold War will end before many years. It

will end,-hcwever Ret dheet1y- a esu1 of thee aeti. et because they

will make it possible for the originators of the Cold War to find opportunity

suddenly to change it into a hot war in which we shall be destroyed, or to

secure control of enough vital spots within our nation to cause a complete

overturning and make there no longer be a strong force in the world

opposing the onrush of Comj;unism. If this is done, then Communist dictatorship

can be extended over our land as well as over the rest of the world. There will

he no further need of a cold war. Those who do not voluntarily surrender to

Communism can be liquidated; those who surrender, but not voluntarily, can he

reduced to slavery, and the Cold War will be merely a thing of the past.

It would be a fine thing to end the Cold War. However, actually there

are only three ways in which it can be done. It can be ended by Russia if w

she will carry out the five steps mentioned above. It can be ended by the

after United States carrying out hte four steps mentioned above, which may result in
States?)

giving (better word?) Communism complete victory and rendering

cold war unnecessary, or it could be ended by being carried on to a successful

conclusion if the United States would use the instruments of propaganda and the

instruments of force which are at its disposal to put an end to tyranny and
dictatorship
ieietwtsy hip wherever found. Russia can end the Cold War if she chooses. We

can end it only by surrender or by moving forward to xtyiii victory.

Conciliation does not end it ; it merely increases the chance of our ____

losing it.
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